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Beauty, performance and comfort for all seasons.

PARAGON
WINDOWS & DOORS
A beautiful and comfortable home is something everyone desires. Season-Tech Windows are the right choice when you are looking to replace your windows. The particular attention we give to the design and performance of Season-Tech Windows will complement the beauty of your home and increase your home’s energy efficiency all year long, no matter what the season.

Paragon Windows and Doors has stood out as an industry leader since 1993. The beauty style and design of the SeasonTech Windows is built, crafted and made with pride in Louisville, KY.

Replacing your windows has many benefits to your home such as; boosting its beauty, giving it an added custom design touch and will transform your homes curb appeal all the while reducing energy costs and increased comfort. The SeasonTech Window Series is built to resist whatever mother nature can throw at it.
In all works of art, form follows function.

Season-Tech Double Hung windows beautifully bring form and function together. We’ve designed our windows to be extraordinary. Our double contoured narrow-line exterior mainframe adds striking curb appeal to your home, while exclusive smooth locks and trim around the glass create the combination of beauty and craftsmanship.

Our windows let you enjoy the beauty of every season.
**Sliding Windows**

*A premium window, when space is at a premium.*

Our Sliding windows are the ideal selection for the homeowner who wants to bring the spaciousness of the outdoors inside.

Our signature narrow-line window design allows you to see beyond every confined or overcrowded space in your home; a design custom-built to expand your horizons.

Enjoy all the beauty while you guard against the harsh elements. And, because we also offer a unique lift-out design feature, cleaning is a breeze to maintain your viewing pleasure of the world around you.

---

**Features**

- Exterior glazing bead is not only added for better efficiency but adds to the beauty of the window inside.
- The optional structural polyurethane window frame insulation provides added strength and comfort for maximum energy efficiency.
- Lift out sliders are engineered with teflon guides for years of worry-free performance.
- Enjoy added peace of mind with pick-resistant locks and night latches for venting.
- Standard sliding windows provide easy, lift out sashes, to make cleaning a breeze.
- Superior sound reduction keeps outside noise to a minimum.
- Sunblock 70 Energy Glass provides UV protection for drapes and furniture while saving on heating and cooling costs.

*Our Single Sliders* have many of the great features of our Dual Sliding windows.

---

Season-Tech’s unique Lift-out Sliding windows are designed for ease of cleaning, and the grids sealed between the panes of glass can be added to enhance your homes curb appeal.
If only wood could be this good!

As your home’s stylist, you’ll love the slim, crisp lines of Season-Tech’s Casement window that are undeniably distinctive. Add in Architectural Hardware and futuristic technological advantages, and you’ll see why this window is a winner.

Season-Tech Awning windows are the perfect complement to our casement design. Between the two, they allow you to fill every nook and cranny of any room in your home with top-to-bottom sunlight and airflow.

Both are designed and engineered with the same energy-saving specifications as all our window systems.

Casement and Awning Windows

Maximizing the beauty while minimizing the appearance of the frame and sash

Stylish full-flip nesting hardware allows casement windows over 16” wide to open to a 90° angle so the exterior pane of glass can be cleaned from inside the home

Recessed single lever multi-point locking system with heavy-duty metal keepers provides added security

Dual weather-stripping system with compression and primary weather seals protects against drafts

The optional structural polyurethane window frame insulation provides added strength and comfort for maximum energy efficiency

Low profile and ergonomically designed screen clip allows for easy screen removal

Superior sound reduction keeps outside noise to a minimum.

Sunblock 70 Energy Glass provides UV protection for drapes and furniture while saving on heating and cooling costs

Outswing awning windows are specially designed making it easier to reach when opening.
Specialty Windows

Geometric Windows

Season-Tech Windows’ Geometric Shaped windows let you complete the distinction to your home’s exterior view, while allowing you to capture more of the world around you. Our Geometric Shaped windows aren’t just beautiful in the eye of the beholder; they’re beautifully energy-efficient as well.

From the simple to the sublime, you can select both shape and size to create your own home’s personality and points of interest, while enhancing a special space with sunlight.

You’re the designer. We’re here to help you complete your creation.

Available Geometric Windows:
- Full circle
- Circle top
- Circle top with extended legs
- Eyebrow
- Eyebrow with extended legs
- Octagon
- Trapezoid
- Pentagon
- Quarter round
- Triangle

Picture Windows

The Season-Tech Picture window provides the perfect panorama for your favorite setting: your home. It’s your personal window on the world. In fact, you can almost think of our Picture window as a wide-screen movie formatted to full screen for your viewing pleasure!

Basement Windows

Don’t overlook your basement! Season-Tech Basement windows are designed for maximum light infiltration for the darkest space in your home. The dual-locking design ensures maximum peace of mind for safety and security.
Special Features & Options

**Solar Block 70 Energy Glass Detail**
- Repels harmful UV rays and heat from sunlight

**Interior & Exterior:**
- White on White
- Beige on Beige

**Special Features**
- Recessed tilt latches offer ease of operation
- Dual glass pane with UV protection added in
- Low profile smooth pick-free locking system

**Reinforced Frames**
Each SeasonTech Window comes standard with our multi-chambered aluminum reinforced center bar for extra strength.

**THE SPACER SYSTEM**
Intercept warm edge spacers with unique profiles reduce conduction of energy.

These types of spacers reduce condensation and produce higher R-Values. The end result is a window that thermally outperforms other windows, helping to keep buildings warmer in cold weather and cooler in the summer.

**DUST-FREE GRILLE**
- Aluminum bars placed in the airspace between the window panes makes it easier to clean. They are available in the standard two colors: White and Beige.

**Reinforced Frames**
Each SeasonTech Window comes standard with our multi-chambered aluminum reinforced center bar for extra strength.

**SLOPED SILL**
- Helps keep window clear of debris while assisting in water drainage.

**JAMB EXTENSIONS**
- Natural White
- Primed Pine
- Natural Wood (Pine) Clear
- U Channel Drywall Return

Jamb extensions fill the depth of the wall space from the inside face of the window frame or "jamb" to the face of the drywall. (Optional)
Making the Right Choice

Adding beauty to your home should never come with compromise. Selecting windows for your home can be easy if you know what to look for. Always be sure that when you are comparing different window brands, you review each product’s testing information. Season-Tech Windows are tested by certified, independent laboratories in order to provide you with the critical information you need to make the right decision for your home improvement project.
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